Why choose us?

HI-BUILD
An attractive and durable coating with a glazed surface,
particularly well-suited to the harsh conditions of
dairy environments.
This tried and trusted system delivers extremely long-lasting
results. Applications remain in excellent condition for decades.

OUTSTANDING RESULTS
Surfatex are licensed applicators with sole rights to
the Acraflex Hi-Build Dairy Wall Coatings system
for the central and lower North Island. Our skilled and
experienced team ensures a top-quality, lasting and
low-maintenance result.

BEST FOR YOUR BUSINESS
We work closely with clients to understand their
individual business’ needs – whether you’re operating a
milking shed, processing plant or anything in between.

OUR PRINCIPLES

Pasture / Cactus /
White

Pale Gold / Indian Gold /
White

Pearl Grey / Sierra /
White

Pale Gold / Tawny Gold /
White

These colours are intended as a guide only.
Various other plain and flecked colours are also available.
Please refer to the Acraflex colour chart for further samples.

PRODUCT AND WORKMANSHIP ARE
GUARANTEED FOR 10 YEARS ON ALL NEW WORK

Our values of integrity, accountability, innovation and
delivery underpin our business, alongside our strong
culture of health and safety. We work hard to ensure
our work sites are safe, and that our staff, leaders and
subcontractors uphold our culture and values every day.

Glen Sinclair
P: 0274 308 209
E: office@surfatex.co.nz

DAIRY WALL
COATING
SYSTEMS
Transform your
working environment
with the team at

DAIRY WALL
COATING SYSTEMS

Surfatex are specialist applicators of the hard-wearing and durable Acraflex Hi-Build Dairy
Wall Coating system, which is designed for shed hygiene and ease of cleaning. Surfatex are
also experts in MPI-approved chemical and acid-resistant heavy duty floor coatings, and the
resurfacing of damaged and corroded concrete floors.

FLEXIBILITY IN APPLICATION

IT’S PROVEN

IT’S GUARANTEED

The Acraflex system is used extensively throughout
New Zealand’s dairy industry, abattoirs, food
processing, apiaries, viticulture, breweries and
distilleries – anywhere that a clean, hygienic and hardwearing surface is essential. Surfatex offers a gold
standard in the application of the Acraflex system, with
a fully-mobile team working right across the central and
lower North Island.

The Acraflex system can be applied to virtually any
wall surface. Over the past 45 years, these coatings
have stood the test of time, with hundreds of satisfied
customers throughout New Zealand who can attest to
its benefits.

The Acraflex system can transform your workplace
quickly and cost-effectively. Select from a range
of colours, and enjoy the many benefits to your
environment, staff and product. Surfatex fully
guarantees its workmanship for the ultimate protection
of wall and floor surfaces for up to 10 years on new
applications with the Acraflex system.

IT’S TOUGH

BEFORE

The Acraflex system is hard-wearing and resistant to
acid and alkali. Dirt and grime is easily washed away
without the use of heavy-duty chemicals, high-pressure
cleaners or other time-consuming physical methods.

IT’S QUICK
The team of certified and experienced applicators at
Surfatex can apply the Acraflex system to your shed or
premises when it’s convenient to your business. Minimal
– or even zero – downtime is required to transform your
work environment.

PROTECT YOUR FUTURE
Around the world, industry regulators are requiring
operators move to a higher standard of cleanliness and
hygiene in milking sheds and processing plants. The
Acraflex system meets all of these stringent standards
and is an excellent investment. Allow the team at
Surfatex to assist you in future-proofing your asset as
regulations increase.

AFTER

